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Abstract

This is an overview of the NTCIR-9 One Click Access (1CLICK)
“pilot” task. In contrast to traditional Web search which requires
the user to scan a ranked list of URLs, visit individual URLs and
gather pieces of information he needs, 1CLICK aims to satisfy the
user with a single textual output, immediately after the user clicks
on the SEARCH button. Systems are expected to present impor-
tant pieces of information first and to minimise the amount of text
the user has to read. As our first trial, we designed a Japanese
1CLICK task with a nugget-based test collection. Three research
teams participated in the task, using diverse approaches (informa-
tion extraction, passage retrieval and summarisation). Our results
suggest that the 1CLICK evaluation framework is a useful comple-
ment to traditional 10-blue-link evaluation. We therefore hope to
expand the language scope in the next round, at NTCIR-10.
Keywords: test collections, information access, mobile, desktop,
nuggets, evaluation metrics, S-measure.

1. Introduction

In contrast to traditional Web search which requires the user
to scan a ranked list of URLs, visit individual URLs and gather
pieces of information he needs, 1CLICK aims to satisfy the user
with a single textual output, immediately after the user clicks on
the SEARCH button. Systems are expected to present important
pieces of information first and to minimise the amount of text the

user has to read.
Our recent CIKM paper discusses the motivation behind the

design of the 1CLICK task, how the NTCIR-9 1CLICK test col-
lection was constructed, as well how the evaluation methods were
devised [5]. We recommend the reader to read the CIKM paper

first, as the present overview serves as a complement to that paper,
by presenting the outcome of the official results for the 1CLICK
participants.

Table 1 provides a list of the NTCIR-9 1CLICK participants.
Unfortunately, we only had three participating teams (even though
25 teams signed up for 1CLICK!), from which we received a total

of 10 runs. As our evaluation framework is basically language-
independent, we hope to expand our language scope at NTCIR-10.

NTCIR-9 Workshop Meeting, 2011, Tokyo, Japan.
Copyright National Institute of Informatics

Table 1. 1CLICK participants.
team name organisation
KUIDL Kyoto University
MSRA1click Microsoft Research Asia
TTOKU Tokyo Institute of Technology

The important dates for NTCIR-9 1CLICK were as follows:
March 1 Training queries (40) and nuggets released
April 28 Formal run queries (60) released
May 16 Run submissions due
May 23 Formal run nuggets (tentative version) released
June 13 Feedback on formal run nuggets due
July 1 Nugget match evaluation begins
August 31 Nugget match evaluation ends
September 8 Formal run results released

The “rebuttal” period (May 23 – June 13) was possibly unsuccess-
ful: the organisers sent the gold-standard nuggets to participants,
and the participants were asked for feedback. However, as the or-

ganisers did not receive any feedback, the “tentative” nuggets be-
came the official nuggests without any modifications whatsoever.
Also, the 1CLICK evaluation framework requires assessors to con-
duct nugget match evaluation: the process of manually comparing
a system output and a list of gold-standard nuggets by means of a
dedicated interface (See Section 4.1). The organisers and the par-

ticipants both worked as assessors between July 1 and August 31,
although the actual total workload per assessor was only 302 min-
utes on average. Finally, using the results of nugget match eval-
uation, a new evaluation metric called S-measure was computed
along with weighted recall [5].

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
describes the specifications of the NTCIR-9 1CLICK task, and
Section 3 describes the NTCIR-9 1CLICK Japanese test collec-
tion. Section 4 describes our evaluation framework, and Section 5
reports on the official results of 1CLICK. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes this paper and discusses future work.

2. Task

As mentioned earlier, 1CLICK systems should aim to satisfy
the user with a single textual output, immediately after the user
clicks on the SEARCH button. They are expected to present im-
portant pieces of information first and to minimise the amount of

text the user has to read. This section describes the formats of the
input to and the output from the systems. As this round of 1CLICK
concerns Japanese texts, we used UTF-8 as the encoding scheme
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throughout the task.

2.1 Input

The input to a 1CLICK system is a query file in which each
line is of the following form.

<queryID> <querystring>

There are four query types, and for each type we assume that
the user has the following information needs:

CELEBRITY User wants to gather various facts about a celebrity:
date/place of birth, real name, blood type, height, hobbies,
profession, personal history, awards, publications, discogra-
phy, films, TV series, favourite baseball team, favourite food
etc.

LOCAL User wants to contact or visit a facility (school, shop, of-

fice, amusement park, hotel, train station etc.). Hence (s)he
wants facts such as postal and email addresses, phone and
fax numbers, opening hours, how to access the facility by
train/bus/car, nearest stations, time required for the travel,
whether the facility has a car park and its opening hours etc.

DEFINITION User seeks the definition of a term.

QA User seeks a short answer to a question.

These query types were chosen based on a previous study on Japanese
mobile and desktop query logs [2].

For each query, the system is expected to gather information

from the web or any other knowledge sources. Runs produced by
following this approach are called the Open runs.

Each query is associated with a set of gold-standard nuggets,
and each nugget has a supporting URL [5]. Therefore, participat-
ing systems can optionally treat these URLs as an additional set of
input to produce an output. Runs produced by following this ap-

proach are called the Oracle runs. Note that oracle runs treat both
the query and its “right answer” URLs as input, just like query-
oriented multi-document summarisation.

The test query file contained 60 queries (15 CELEBRITY, 15
LOCAL, 15 DEFINITION and 15 QA). In addition, prior to the
formal run evaluation, the organisers released 40 queries (10 for

each query type) with nuggets to participants1.

2.2 Output

For each input query, 1CLICK systems are expected to produce
a plain text of X characters, excluding punctuation marks, special
symbols etc. We call this the X-string. We allowed two types of
output: DESKTOP runs (“D-runs”) where X is set to 500; and
MOBILE runs (“M-runs”) where X is set to 140. The former

roughly corresponds to five Japanese search engine snippets which
the user can typically view without scrolling the browser window
(i.e., those “above the fold.”); the latter approximates a mobile
phone display size.

Thus four types of run were possible: Open D-runs, Open M-
runs, Oracle D-runs and Oracle M-runs. The run file name was

required to be of the following form:

1The first author of this paper created the 60 test queries and their
nuggets; a vendor created the 40 training queries and their nuggets
by using the test queries for reference and following the first au-
thor’s instructions.

<teamID>-<runtype>-<source>-<integer>.txt

where

runtype was either D (DESKTOP) or M (MOBILE); and

source was either OPEN or ORCL (Oracle).

Manual runs were not allowed. The exact run file format is
described in the 1CLICK homepage2.

3. Test Collection

The NTCIR-9 1CLICK test collection consists of 60 test queries3

shown in Figure 1, and a set of gold-standard nuggets for each
query. The CELEBRITY and LOCAL queries were selected from
a proprietary Japanese mobile query log, while the DEFINITION
and QA queries were devised based on Yahoo! Chiebukuro (Japanese

Yahoo! answers) data [4]. A separate set of 40 “training” queries
were created in a similar way.

A 1CLICK nugget is a 5-tuple:

<nuggetID> <weight> <semantics>
<vital string> <URL>

where

weight is the importance of the nugget. Two Japanese 1CLICK
organisers and three Japanese participants independently weighted
each nugget using a 3-point scale (1-3) and the sum was
used for evaluation4.

semantics is the factual statement that the nugget conveys. This

is used by the assessor to determine whether a nugget is
present in the X-string or not.

vital string is a short piece of text that is probably neces-
sary to be included in the X-string in order to convey the

meaning of the nugget. This is used for defining a Pseudo
Minimal Output [5], which approximates a most consise
output that covers all nuggets and orders them appropriately.
The PMO is used for normalising our evaluation metric.

URL is a “supporting document” for the nugget. Note that Oracle

runs treat these URLs as a part of input to the system.

Figure 2 shows some actual nuggets from one of our test queries.
Nuggets N001 and N003 say that Osamu Tezuka was born on
November 3, 1928 and died on February 9, 1989, respectively;
N002 says that he was born in Osaka; N004 says that he was a
cartoonist; N009 and N013 say that he graduated from Osaka Uni-

versity in 1951 and that he got married in 1959; N014 says that his
wife’s name is Etsuko; and N015 says that he received a medical
doctoral degree in 1961. The English translations of the corre-
sponding vital strings would be: “Nov 3, 1928,” “Osaka,” “Feb 9,

2http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/
people/tesakai/1click.aspx
3Query 0036 is misspelt, but we did not correct it. Current Web
Search APIs can actually correct the spelling automatically.
4Our original intention was to use the two sets of weights from the
organisers, but it turned out that three participants unexpectedly
completed their own nugget weight assignments on the nugget
match interface we released (See Section 4.1). We really thank
their diligence!
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1st field: queryID
2nd field: query type
CE: CELEBRITY
LO: LOCAL
DE: DEFINITION
QA: Question Answering
(15 queries each)

3rd field:  number of intents
4th field: query string

Apart from Ueno Zoo, 
where in Japan can I see 

a panda?Mao Asada

Osamu Tezuka

Sanbonmatsu station

Kalashnikov

Which is taller, Tsutenkaku or 
Utsunomiya Tower?

Kaori Manabe

The three duties 
of a Japanese 

citizen

Kanazawa University

What are the 
storage capacity 
units larger than 
MB, GB and TB?

Figure 1. NTCIR-9 1CLICK test queries.

Figure 2. Some nuggets from Query 0031 “Os-
amu Tezuka” (CELEBRITY).

1989,” “cartoonist,” “graduated,” “married,” “Etsuko” and “medi-
cal doctor.”

All nuggets were designed to represent facts as of December
31, 2010. We refer the reader to our CIKM paper [5] for more
details.

4. Evaluation Methods

The 1CLICK evaluation requires two steps. The first is to

use the nugget match interface for manually determining which
nuggests are included in the X-string. This process also records
the position of each nugget found in the X-string. The second

step is to compute evaluation metrics based on the gold standard
nuggets and the result of nugget matching.

4.1 Nugget Match Interface

Figure 3 shows the nugget match evaluation interface we de-
veloped for 1CLICK5. The primary purpose of this interface is to
let the assessor compare the X-string with the list of gold-standard
nuggets and determine the presence and position of each nugget.

In the figure, the nugget that represents the fact that “Keiko Kita-
gawa’s date of birth is August 22, 1986” has been identified within
theX-string and the position information has been recorded: “[184,
199]” represent the start and end positions of the highlighted area
(called the nugget match area).

The nugget position information is later used for computing

our primary evaluation metric, S-measure. However, as S-measure
merely evaluates the nugget ranking within the X-string, our inter-
face also provides radio buttons for assessing the readability and
the trustworthiness of each X-string, as shown at the top of Fig-
ure 3:

Readability is to do with coherence and cohesiveness, and how
easy it is for the user to read and understand the text. For

5We have made several changes compared to our first interface [5].
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Figure 3. Nugget match interface.

example, garbled text and the lack of spaces between two
unrelated contexts can hurt readability.

Trustworthiness means whether the user is likely to believe what
it says in the X-string, as well as whether the user is likely
to be misled. For example, if the X-string looks as if it was

extracted from a source that is clearly not authoritative, it
is not trustworthy. Moreover, if what is implied in the X-
string is contrary to facts (which can happen, for example,
when pieces of information from multiple sources are mixed
together), it is not trustworthy.

In principle, relevance, readability and trustworthiness should be
orthogonal to one another. Detailed instructions for the nugget

match assessors can be found in the 1CLICK homepage6.
We had 60 queries × 10 runs and therefore 600 X-strings to

evaluate. We had 10 assessors (organisers and participants who are
fluent in Japanese), and each assessor evaluated 120 randomised
X-strings: that is, each X-string was independently assessed by
two assessors.

Our interface recorded, for each assessor, the total time he
spent on assessing each X-string. The interface allowed assessors
to abort and restart their jobs at any time.

4.2 S-measure

The output from the nugget match interface is a set of matched
nuggets and their position information. Based on this, we compute
S-measure as follows.

Let N be the set of gold-standard nuggets constructed for a
particular query, and let v(n) be the vital string and let w(n) be

6http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/
people/tesakai/nuggetmatch-v1.txt

the weight for nugget n ∈ N . The Pseudo Minimal Output (PMO)
for this query is defined by sorting all vital strings by w(n) (first
key) and |v(n)| (second key) [5]. Let offset∗(v(n)) denote the
offset position of v(n) within the PMO.

Let M(⊆ N) denote the set of matched nuggets, and let offset(m)
denote the offset position of m ∈ M . Morever, let L be a param-
eter that represents how the readers’s patience runs out: we let
L = 500 in this paper, which means that the X-string is of no
value after 500 characters. Since it is known that the average read-
ing speed of a Japanese person is around 400-600 characters per

minute, this setting means that the user has about one minute to
examine the X-string, but no more.

S-measure can then be computed as follows7:

S-measure =

∑
m∈M w(m)max(0, L− offset(m))

∑
n∈N w(n)max(0, L− offset∗(v(n)))

.

(1)
We can also compute weighted recall by removing the “max

factors” from the above equation. Note that while S-measure is
a ranked retrieval metric for nuggets, weighted recall is a set re-
trieval metric for nuggets.

Figure 4 provides an example of how S-measure is computed.

(This is an example deliberately chosen to highlight possible limi-
tations with S-measure [5].) This query has only four nuggets, two
weighted 6 and two weighted 4. The PMO is defined by arranging
the four nuggets as <N003, N001, N004, N002> by sorting them
first by the weight and then by the vital string length. The score
for this PMO is computed as shown in the figure, and amounts to

7Our CIKM paper [5] also describes “S-flat,” defined as
max(1, S-measure), as S-measure is not theoretically bounded
above by 1. However, for all of our official results, S-measure
values were below one and therefore the “flattening” was not nec-
essary.
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Weight Nugget semantics Vital strings v(n) 
N001 
 

6 
 

 
Adventure World (has pandas). 

   |v(n)|=11 
Adventure World  

N002 
 

4 
 

 
Adventure World is in Wakayama prefecture. 

                                 |v(n)|=3 
Wakayama 

N003 
 

6 
 

 
Oji Zoo (has pandas). 

                        |v(n)|=5 
Oji Zoo  

N004 
 

4 
 

( ) OK 
Oji Zoo is in Hyogo Prefecture (or Kobe City). 

                                     |v(n)|=2 
Hyogo  

Pseudo Minimal Output (PMO) =  
              N003                                 N001 N004      N002 
“    ” 
 

L=500 

1st sort key for PMO 2nd  sort key for PMO 

offset*=5 
offset*=16 

offset*=18 
offset*=21 

System’s X-string 
                           N004                                                      N002 
                           N003                                                      N001 
“ ” 
Hyogo’s Oji Zoo,            Wakayama’s Adventure World 

offset=8 
offset=8 offset=23 

offset=23 

6*(500-5)+ 
6*(500-16)+ 
4*(500-18)+ 
4*(500-21)=9718 

4*(500-8)+ 
6*(500-8)+ 
4*(500-23)+ 
6*(500-23)=9690 

S-measure=9690/9718 
                   =0.997 

Figure 4. Computing S-measure: a somewhat problematic example (Query 0004 “Apart from Ueno
Zoo, where in Japan can I see a panda? [English translation]”).

9718. Now, suppose that we have an X-string as shown in the
same figure. This string covers all four nuggets and therefore its

weighted recall is exactly one. Whereas, its S-measure value is a
little smaller than one, as the nugget positions are taken into ac-
count as follows. Suppose that the offsets for nuggets N003 and
N004 are defined (by the nugget match assessor) as 8. (Note that
the offset for N004 (Hyogo) is not 2: the string “Hyogo” alone

does not convey the meaning of N004 “Oji Zoo is in Hyogo Pre-
fecture.”) Similarly, suppose that the offsets for nuggets N002
and N001 are defined as 23 (counted after excluding the Japanese
comma). The unnormalised score for this X-string is computed as
shown in the figure, and its S-measure is 9690/9718 = 0.997.

While the advantages of using S-measure are not altogether

clear from the above particular example, S-measure can penalise
redundant text near the beginning of the X-string, and also reward
systems that present important nuggets first, unlike weighted re-
call [5]. We shall come back to this when we discuss the official
results in Section 5.2.

As each X-string was independently assessed by two assessors,

we computed the following four versions of S-measure:

A S-measure computed based on nugget matches identified by
“Assessor A”;

B S-measure computed based on nugget matches identified by
“Assessor B”;

I S-measure computed based on the intersection between the above
two sets of nugget matches. For each nugget match, the off-

set is defined as the average of A’s offset and B’s offset.

U S-measure computed based on the union of the nugget matches
by A and B. For each nugget match identified by both A

and B, the offset is defined as in I; for each nugget match
identified by only one assessor, the offset is taken as is.

Similarly, we computed four versions of weighted recall (W-recall)

as well. Note that “Assessors” A and B are actually different peo-
ple across queries due to randomisation (See Section 4.1).

5. Results

5.1 Submitted Runs

Table 2 shows the names of the 10 runs submitted, together
with their SYSDESC (system description) fields. Details of the in-
dividual runs are described in the 1CLICK participants’s papers [6,
7, 8]. Note that the four runs from KUIDL and the two runs from
MSRA1click are Open runs, while the four runs from TTOKU are

Oracle runs. Thus, TTOKU treated the URL lists of nuggets as
part of input to their system.

5.2 Official Results

Table 3 shows the official mean S-measure performances of

the submitted runs. The runs are ranked by the mean S-measure
with I. Similarly, Table 4 shows the mean W-recall performances.
Figures 5 and 6 visualise these two tables. It can be observed that,
on average, KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 is the overall winner both in terms
of S-measure and W-recall. Moreover, the trends across the four
nugget match data I, U, A and B are relatively similar.

The set of 10 runs were tested for statistical significance with
S-measure and W-recall (with I and U) using a randomised ver-
sion of two-sided Tukey’s Honestly Significant Differences (HSD)
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Table 2. 10 1CLICK runs submitted. (The SYSDESCs for KUIDL turned out to be identical.)
run name SYSDESC field (line 1 of the run file)
KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 SVM based query classification; various Yahoo! APIs search results;

LexRank based ranking; MMR based selection
KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 SVM based query classification; various Yahoo! APIs search results;

LexRank based ranking; MMR based selection
KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 SVM based query classification; various Yahoo! APIs search results;

LexRank based ranking; MMR based selection
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 SVM based query classification; various Yahoo! APIs search results;

LexRank based ranking; MMR based selection
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 query classification → (BingAPI with query expansion→

segment merging |Wikipedia | YahooChiebukuro)
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 query classification → (BingAPI without query expansion→

segment merging |Wikipedia | YahooChiebukuro)
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 This system makes an ILP problems to make an abstractive summary.
TTOKU-D-ORCL-2 Use Max-min problem to cover informations about query type
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1 This system makes an ILP problems to make an abstractive summary.
TTOKU-M-ORCL-2 Use Max-min problem to cover informations about query type

test [1]. Figures 7 and 8 list up the significantly different pairs at
α = 0.05. Of the 45 run pairs, 20 pairs are significantly different
in terms of S-measure with I; 19 pairs are significantly different
in terms of W-recall with I; 18 pairs are significantly different in
terms of S-measure with U; 20 pairs are significantly different in
terms of W-recall with U. Thus the discriminative power is simi-

lar for all four metrics, but it can be observed in the figures that
sometimes S and W disagree as to which run pairs are significant.
It can be observed that none of the differences between the two
teams KUIDL and MSRA1click is statistically significant.

Table 5 shows the mean performances by query type (CE, LO,
DE and QA) with I and U. Figures 9-12 visualise these results.

Note that the performances with U are by definition always higher
than the corresponding performances with I, as U implies “more
nugget matches than I.”

It can be observed that the strength of the top performer KUIDL-
D-OPEN-1 comes from its ability to handle CE and QA queries.

Its performance for the CE queries are particularly impressive. On
the other hand, it can be observed that MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2
does very well with LO and DE queries. In addition, it can be
observed that the QA queries are generally easy, while the LO
queries are generally hard. The performances for the QA queries
are generally high probably because the participating teams rely

on community QA data (Yahoo! Chiebukuro) for these queries.
Recall that the queries (but not necessarily the nuggets) actually
originate from the Yahoo! Chiebukuro data.

It can also be observed that, when averaged per query type,
the ranking by S-measure and that by W-recall can be quite differ-
ent. For example, in Table 5(c) and Figure 11, while TTOKU-D-
ORCL-1 is ranked at eight in terms of mean S-measure with I for
the DE queries, it is actually the third best run for DE in terms of
W-recall with U. This implies that while this run managed to cover
many nuggets, it did not order them appropriately. We will dis-
cuss per-query differences between S-measure and W-recall later
in Section 5.4.

5.3 Per-query Inter-assessor Disagreements

The Cohen’s Kappa values between two different assessors (re-
call that we had ten assessors) were generally high: they varied
between 0.68 and 0.88.

To closely examine per-query inter-assessor disagreements on
nugget matches, we selected the “best” run from each team in
terms of mean S-measure with I. Figure 13 visualises the per-query
inter-assessor disagreements in terms of S-measure.

Figure 14 provides a detailed diagnosis for each baloon shown
in Figure 13, i.e., cases where there were substantial inter-assessor

disagreements. Nuggets identified by Assessors A and B are shown
in blue, and the nugget match areas specified by either of the asses-
sors are shown in red within the actual X-string. Our comments
are shown in baloons. Below, we discuss all of these cases by
referring to Figures 14 and 13.

For KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 / Query 0007, it is clear that Asses-

sor A missed an existing nugget and that is why the S-measure
with A is zero. In contrast, for Query 0059, Assessor B, who didn’t
find any nuggets in the X-string, is probably right, and we regard
Assessor A’s Nugget N002 is a false alarm. N002 represents the
fact “obrigado means thank you” but the X-string does not ac-

tually convery this. It abruptly starts with “Thank you, master.”
Thus we believe that the S-measure should really be zero for this
case. Similarly, for MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2, Assessor A found
Nugget N003 but this is a false alarm. These examples demon-
strate that hiring multiple assessors is worthwhile.

A more subtle case is MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 / Query 0054.

This is a DE query, so the X-string is supposed to provide the
meaning of the Japanese idiom. Assessor A found N003 which
represents the fact that Mushizu ga hashiru can mean “to have
heartburn.” However, we argue that this is probably a false alarm,
because the X-string only says that Mushizu means regurgitated
gastric acid, and does not explain what the entire idiom means.

There may be room for improvement in the nugget match assess-
ment guideline as well as in how we formulate the nugget seman-
tics.

Another interesting example is TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 / Query 0019.
While Assessor A found three nuggets (correctly, in our view), As-
sessor B found none and therefore the S-measure with B is zero.

We conjecture that this is because the readability of the X-string is
quite poor, as this run used an abstractive summarisation approach
which often generated ungrammatical sentences. Note that a real-
world user may be more like Assessor B: she will probably not
bother to read a barely readable text unless she is desperate. We
will discuss readability and trustworthiness in Section 5.5.
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Table 3. Mean S-measure over 60 queries: runs ranked by I. The highest value within each column is
shown in bold.

I U A B
KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 0.3132 0.3814 0.3597 0.3347
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 0.2988 0.3268 0.3186 0.3069
KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 0.2900 0.3467 0.3166 0.3199
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 0.2832 0.3285 0.3041 0.3075
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 0.2214 0.2730 0.2420 0.2524
KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 0.2196 0.2834 0.2467 0.2563
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 0.1585 0.1969 0.1851 0.1702
TTOKU-D-ORCL-2 0.1484 0.2316 0.2136 0.1662
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1 0.0866 0.1418 0.1168 0.1116
TTOKU-M-ORCL-2 0.0829 0.1312 0.1148 0.0993

Table 4. Mean W-recall over 60 queries: runs ranked by I. The highest value within each column is
shown in bold.

I U A B
KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 0.3468 0.4236 0.3970 0.3734
KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 0.3413 0.4074 0.3741 0.3747
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 0.3088 0.3391 0.3305 0.3174
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 0.2826 0.3359 0.3091 0.3094
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 0.2321 0.2851 0.2663 0.2510
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 0.2147 0.2624 0.2307 0.2463
KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 0.2043 0.2646 0.2286 0.2403
TTOKU-D-ORCL-2 0.1704 0.2610 0.2392 0.1922
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1 0.0921 0.1493 0.1224 0.1190
TTOKU-M-ORCL-2 0.0779 0.1211 0.1087 0.0903

Our final example is TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 / Query 0028, where
Assessor A clearly missed a nugget (N001), and as a result, also

missed N005 (in our view). This is a QA question that asks who is
the oldest/youngest among the three Japanese actresses. Accord-
ing to our policy (“If any person with common sense can clearly
and immediately judge that the nugget is true by reading the con-
text in the X-string, this may be counted as a nugget match.), if the
X-string contains the birthdays of all three actresses, then it an-

swers the questions. Nevertheless, “common sense” is a grey area
in general.

To sum up our inter-assessor disagreement analysis: (a) Hir-
ing multiple assessors is useful as nugget misses and false alarms
can sometimes happen; and (b) The nugget match criteria and the
formulation of nugget match semantics may deserve further elab-

orations.

5.4 Per-query Inter-metric Disagreements

To closely examine the differences between S-measure and W-
recall, Figure 15 shows the per-query S-measure and W-recall val-
ues based on I for KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 and TTOKU-D-ORCL-
1. (We also did a similar analysis for MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2
but the results were less interesting as the differences between S-

measure and W-recall values were smaller.)
Figure 16 provides a diagnosis for each baloon shown in Fig-

ure 15, i.e., cases where there were substantial differences between
S-measure and W-recall values with I. Nugget identified by both
assessors are shown in blue and the corresponding nugget match
areas are shown in red. It can be observed that the reason why S-

measure is much lower than W-recall for these cases is that there
is a lot of nonrelevant text in the X-strings before relevant nuggets
appear. In particular, the firt part of the X-string for the first ex-

ample (KUIDL / 0019) is completely off-topic; and the relevant
information appears at the very end of the X-string for the second

and the third examples. These examples demonstrate that evalua-
tion with S-measure is useful for carefully designing textual output
strategies: this may apply not only to 1CLICK systems but also to
snippet generation, hover preview generation, and query-oriented
summarisation.

5.5 Readability and Trustworthiness

Table 6 shows the mean readability and trustworthiness values

for the ten runs. The mean is taken across queries and across as-
sessors. (For TTOKU-D-ORCL-1, Query 0033 was omitted as
the run had a formatting error for this query.) Recall that the raw
readability and trustworthiness values range from −2 to 2 (See
Figure 3). The mean S-measure values based on I are also shown
again for comparison. It is interesting that the mean readability for

KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 is higher than KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 and in fact
higher than any other runs: note, for example, that a single short
sentence may be perfectly readable regardless of its relevance.

Figure 17 visualises Table 6, but focusses on the six D-runs
for clarity. Note that while mean S-measure values are always
positive, mean readability and trustworthiness can be negative. It

can be observed that the mean readability of TTOKU-D-ORCL-1
is very low compared to the other runs. This is probably because
TTOKU explored abstractive approaches while others used extrac-
tive approaches [8]. Figures 19-20 show the complete list of com-
ments we obtained through the nugget match evaluation phase:
the comments for TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 indeed suggest that its X-

strings often contained incomplete sentences. Although TTOKU-
D-ORCL-1 does not appear to be successful for this year, we be-
lieve that research in abstractive approaches are very important for
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Table 5. Mean S-measure/W-recall by query type: runs ranked by S-measure (I). The highest value
within each column is shown in bold.

S-measure (I) W-recall (I) S-measure (U) W-recall (U)
(a) 15 CE queries
KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 0.2269 0.1591 0.2739 0.1919
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 0.1523 0.0985 0.1885 0.1357
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 0.1431 0.0967 0.1667 0.1219
KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 0.1383 0.1039 0.1840 0.1381
KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 0.1363 0.0732 0.1837 0.1027
TTOKU-D-ORCL-2 0.1276 0.0881 0.2100 0.1414
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 0.0903 0.0520 0.1185 0.0701
TTOKU-M-ORCL-2 0.0675 0.0371 0.1198 0.0620
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 0.0215 0.0156 0.0401 0.0297
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1 0.0071 0.0053 0.0215 0.0153
(b) 15 LO queries
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 0.1678 0.2081 0.2079 0.2535
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 0.1674 0.1596 0.2052 0.2137
KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 0.1607 0.1941 0.2578 0.3113
KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 0.1513 0.1777 0.2619 0.2920
TTOKU-D-ORCL-2 0.1473 0.1752 0.1749 0.2094
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 0.1207 0.1957 0.1623 0.2409
TTOKU-M-ORCL-2 0.0972 0.0905 0.1165 0.1033
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1 0.0770 0.0720 0.1126 0.1029
KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 0.0765 0.0611 0.1132 0.0878
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 0.0689 0.0551 0.1357 0.1079
(c) 15 DE queries
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 0.3353 0.3700 0.3709 0.4088
KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 0.3216 0.4061 0.3544 0.4604
KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 0.2911 0.4047 0.3358 0.4605
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 0.2795 0.3157 0.3669 0.4128
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 0.2597 0.2754 0.2992 0.3186
TTOKU-D-ORCL-2 0.2208 0.2905 0.2927 0.4050
KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 0.2109 0.2184 0.2981 0.3149
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 0.2005 0.3266 0.2728 0.4489
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1 0.0825 0.0952 0.2013 0.2259
TTOKU-M-ORCL-2 0.0556 0.0588 0.0941 0.1049
(d) 15 QA queries
KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 0.5698 0.6626 0.6094 0.7198
KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 0.5529 0.6445 0.6355 0.7503
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 0.5429 0.5585 0.5754 0.5955
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 0.5399 0.5585 0.5399 0.5585
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 0.4667 0.4764 0.5388 0.5529
KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 0.4545 0.4647 0.5388 0.5529
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 0.2915 0.3906 0.3123 0.4211
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1 0.1800 0.1957 0.2317 0.2531
TTOKU-M-ORCL-2 0.1111 0.1253 0.1945 0.2142
TTOKU-D-ORCL-2 0.0977 0.1278 0.2487 0.2883
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“space-limited” and “time-limited” tasks like 1CLICK.
In contrast to Figure 17 which discusses per-run performances,

Figure 18 provides a micro-level comparison of S-measure, read-

ability and trustworthiness. First, per-query readability and trust-
worthiness values were averaged across the two assessors, which
produced values ranging from −2 to 2. Next, for each average
readability/trustworthiness pair, the corresponding queries were
identified and the S-measure values were averaged across that set
of queries. Although there are outliers (i.e., the three peaks in the

figure), the general trend appears to be that (i) if both readability
and trustworthiness values are low, then the S-measure is also low;
and that (ii) if both readability and trustworthiness values are high,
then the S-measure is also high.

Finally, a grain of salt: the Cohen’s Kappa values between
two assessors were quite low, both for readability and trustworthi-

ness. The Kappa for readability varied between 0.03 and 0.65; that
for trustworthiness varied between 0.02 and 0.62. These results
suggest that these two criteria are neither well-defined nor well-
understood. Thus the analysis reported in this subsection should
be taken as preliminary.

5.6 Assessor Effort

Our current evaluation methodology relies on manual nugget
match evaluation by means of a dedicated interface, and we do
not attempt to automate this process at this stage, as we believe
that simple string matching between nuggets and the system out-
put will not be able to evaluate highly abstractive systems that
present concise information. Thus it is very important that the

nugget match evaluation can be completed in a reasonable time.
Figure 21 plots the average time spent for the nugget match

evaluation for one query plotted against the number of nugget of
that query. The average was taken over the 20 evaluations (10
X-strings times 2 assessors), except for Query 0033, for which
the average was taken over 18 (9 X-strings times 2 assessors) be-

cause one run (TTOKU-D-ORCL-1) contained a formatting error
(a missing TAB after the OUT field). The queries for which over
300 seconds were spent on average are indicated with a baloon:
it can be observed that these are all CELEBRITY queries. These
queries require large lists of nuggets to be returned. Thus, if we
avoid such kind of queries, it would be possible to reduce the as-

sessor effort substantially.
It can be observed that the average assessment time is highly

correlated with the number of nuggets (Pearson correlation: .809).
As was mentioned earlier, the total time spent by an assessor for
assessing 120 X strings was 302 minutes on average. Thus the av-

erage time required for an assessor to evaluate and X-string was
151 seconds. We believe that our evaluation methodology is fea-
sible, especially if queries are selected so that unnecessarily long
lists of nuggets are avoided, as was mentioned above.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Although the first round of the Once Click Access task had
only three participating teams, they pursued diverse approaches:
information extraction, passage retrieval and abstractive summari-
sation. The interested reader is encouraged to read the participant

papers from KUIDL[6], MSRA1click[7] and TTOKU[8].
Our new evaluation framework, which involves manual nugget

match evaluation and computation of S-measure, seems both fea-

sible and useful for building systems that can present important
information first within a small text window and minimise the
amount of text the user has to read. Our experiments suggest that

S-measure (a ranked retrieval metric for nuggets) and weighted re-
call (a set retrieval metric for nuggets) are comparable in terms of
discriminative power but sometimes disagree as to which run pairs
are significantly different. We view this as a good thing – that is
the whole point of introducing a new metric that represents new
task requirements.

We would like to extend 1CLICK to other languages such as
English and Chinese at NTCIR-10. We should also probably re-
consider the query types and the types of nuggets from the view-
point of practical usefulness: for example, avoiding long lists of
titles etc. for CELEBRITY queries may be both practical and cost-
saving. Some more open problems are discussed in our CIKM

paper [5].
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Table 6. Mean S-measure (I) vs. mean readability vs mean trustworthiness. The highest value in each
column is shown in bold.

S-measure (I) readability trustworthiness
KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 0.3132 0.37 0.53
KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 0.2900 0.34 0.46
KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 0.2196 0.58 0.35
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 0.2214 0.63 0.37
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 0.2832 0.27 0.31
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 0.2988 0.28 0.42
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 0.1585 −0.75 0.03
TTOKU-D-ORCL-2 0.1484 0.47 0.43
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1 0.0866 −0.83 −0.43
TTOKU-M-ORCL-2 0.0829 0.03 −0.07
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Figure 5. Mean S-measure: runs sorted by results based on I.
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Figure 6. Mean W-recall: runs sorted by results based on I.
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KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 with KUIDL-M-OPEN-1(W),KUIDL-M-OPEN-2(W),TTOKU-D-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-D-ORCL-2(S,W),
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S,W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)

KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 with KUIDL-M-OPEN-1(W),KUIDL-M-OPEN-2(W),TTOKU-D-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-D-ORCL-2(S,W),
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S,W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)

KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 with TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 with TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 with TTOKU-D-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-D-ORCL-2(S),TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S,W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 with TTOKU-D-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-D-ORCL-2(S,W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S,W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 with TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(W)

Figure 7. Significantly different run pairs in terms of S-measure and/or W-recall with I (randomised
Tukey’s HSD at α = 0.05). “(S)” means only S-measure detected a significant difference; “(W)” means
only W-recall detected a significant difference; “(S,W)” means both metrics detected a significant
difference.

KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 with KUIDL-M-OPEN-1(W),KUIDL-M-OPEN-2(W),TTOKU-D-ORCL-1(S,W),TTOKU-D-ORCL-2(S,W),
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S,W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)

KUIDL-D-OPEN-2 with KUIDL-M-OPEN-1(W),KUIDL-M-OPEN-2(W),TTOKU-D-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-D-ORCL-2(S,W),
TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S,W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)

KUIDL-M-OPEN-1 with TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)
KUIDL-M-OPEN-2 with TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-1 with TTOKU-D-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S,W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)
MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 with TTOKU-D-ORCL-1(S),TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(S,W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(S,W)
TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 with TTOKU-M-ORCL-1(W),TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(W)
TTOKU-D-ORCL-2 with TTOKU-M-ORCL-2(W)

Figure 8. Significantly different run pairs in terms of S-measure and/or W-recall with U (randomised
Tukey’s HSD at α = 0.05). “(S)” means only S-measure detected a significant difference; “(W)” means
only W-recall detected a significant difference; “(S,W)” means both metrics detected a significant
difference.
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Figure 9. Mean over CE queries: runs sorted by Mean S-measure with I.
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Figure 10. Mean over LO queries: runs sorted by Mean S-measure with I.
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Figure 11. Mean over DE queries: runs sorted by Mean S-measure with I.
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Figure 12. Mean over QA queries: runs sorted by Mean S-measure with I.
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Figure 13. Per-query inter-assessor disagreement in terms of S-measure.
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0007 QA 2  Where is Yumura Hot Spring? 
X-string: 

   400-0073  ... 
Assessor A: 
<none> 
Assessor B: 
N002 400-0073 OK 
 
0059 QA 1 obrigado  Obrigado is what language and what does it mean? 
X-string: 

... 
Assessor A: 
N002   
Assessor B: 
<none> 
 

KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 

Missed an existing nugget 

False alarm? X-string does not explicitly say 
that obrigado means thank you. 

0014 DE 2  sculpture 
X-string: 

sculpture    
 

Assessor A: 
<N001, N002 and> 
N003 

 
Assessor B: 
<N001 and N002 only> 
 
0054 DE 1  mushizu ga hashiru (Japanese idiom) 
X-string: 

... 
Assessor A: 
<N002, N003 and> 
N001  
Assessor B: 
<N002 and N003 only> 
 
 

MSRA1click-D-OPEN-2 

False alarm 

False alarm? N001 means “to have heartburn.” 
The X-string says that mushizu means 

regurgitated gastric acid, but does not explain 
the entire idiom mushizu ga hashiru. 

0019 DE 1  first pierce (earring) 
X-string: 

-netTOP> ?

4 6

4 6
1  

Assessor A: 
N001  
N002  
N003  
Assessor B: 
<none> 

TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 

Assessor B missed 3 nuggets: 
Poor readability might have affected his 

judgments. 

0028 QA 1  Who is the oldest/yongest: Takako 
Tokiwa, Eri Fukatsu and Izumi Inamori? 
X-string: 

!! Yahoo!JAPAN = 2 (2 1 2 )
1973 1 11 1 7,849 * (i-mode,Yahoo!

,ez-web) = : | 1972
3 19 ? :Yahoo!

( ) =
1972 3 19 T.169cm B ( )1991 5

?
1972 3

:1 21918279 ? 1972 4
30  

Assessor A: 
<N002, N003 and N004> 
Assessor B: 
<N002, N003, N004 and> 
N001 1972 3  
N005  

Assessor A missed N001 (Inamori’s date of 
birth). Since the X-string contains all three 
birthdays, a simple inference should imply 

N005 (Fukatsu is the youngest). 

Figure 14. Investigation of inter-assessor differences.
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S-measure=0.130 
W-recall=0.624 

   

0027 
S-measure=0.444 

W-recall=1 
   

Figure 15. Per-query disagreement between S-measure and W-recall.
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0019 DE 1  first pierce (earring) 
X-string: 

18G thecooltrader
Pagetop Copyrightc Allrightsreserved

insertedbyFC2system 3rdWiki ;
;joueravecmoa

1

24
] 4 6 2007 8 2  

 
N001  
N002  
N003  
 
0034 QA 1 ANA  Size of carry-on luggage allowed on ANA domestic flights          
X-string: 

...

...
49 35 17cm

100 (ANA ...
( 100  3 115cm (55cm 40cm 25cm

)  100  3 100cm (45cm 35cm 20cm ) http://www.ana.c. 
 
N001 100 3 115cm (55cm 40cm 25cm ) 
N003 100 3 100cm (45cm 35cm 20cm ) 
 

KUIDL-D-OPEN-1 

3 out of 4 nuggets are found, but the first half of the 
X-string is mostly irrelevant (mentions barbells,  
bathrobes, engineer boots, alarm clocks, garlic etc.) 

Relevant part is at  
the end of the X-string 

0006 LO 1  
 

( 4 2 6 10 12 3 )

1.17 ( )KOBE (
) ( )

650-0017 7 2-1
/ Tel:078-371-3351Fax:078-371-5046 200m

500mJR 800m ( )  
 
N003 467   NG 
N007 353 650-0017 7 2-1 
N008 388 phone 078-371-3351 
N009 403 fax 078-371-5046 
N010 417   200m 
N011 427   500m 
N012 437  JR  800m 
 

TTOKU-D-ORCL-1 

Relevant part is at  
the end of the X-string 

0027 DE 1  
 

2

A (12)
(26) (27) (30) 3
B

C
4

 
 
N001 243  
N002 295  
N003 302  

3 out of 3 nuggets are found, but the first half of the 
X-string is not relevant (though not off-topic). 

Figure 16. Investigation of inter-metric differences.
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Figure 17. Mean S-measure (I) vs. mean readability vs. mean trustworthiness for the D-runs.
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Figure 18. Average S-measure (I) vs. average readability vs. average trustworthiness. The average
is taken over the two assessors.
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Figure 19. Comments obtained through nugget match evaluation: part I.
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Figure 20. Comments obtained through nugget match evaluation: part II.
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0009
(Hose Yamasaki)
92 nuggets;
358 seconds

#nuggets

Average
tim

e
per

query
in

seconds

0031
(Osamu Tezuka)
368 nuggets;
425 seconds

0053
(Shinsuke Shimada)
225 nuggets;
432 seconds

0030
(Shoichi Nakagawa)
109 nuggets;
317 seconds

0010
(Mao Asada)
133 nuggets;
308 seconds

0022
(Kaori Manabe)
176 nuggets;
313 seconds

Figure 21. Nugget evaluation time per query plotted against the number of nuggets. “Time A” and
“Time B” represents the time spent by “Assessors” A and B; the average over two assessors is also
shown.
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